The p53 tumor suppressor: critical regulator of life & death in cancer.
p53 is the most commonly mutated or deleted known gene in human cancer. The consequences of its disruption are profound, either in the germlines of patients with Li-Fraumeni Syndrome, or in mice with targeted gene knockouts. Abundant evidence suggests that p53 exerts regulation of cell cycle progression as well as apoptotic cell death, both in response to identical environmental or metabolic stressors. The specific decision of cell cycle arrest vs. death may underlie p53's differential ability to trigger death in cancer cells and arrest with repair in non-cancer cells, thus producing a therapeutic index pertinent to cancer therapy. Indeed, p53 status is likely to correlate with prognosis in many human cancers and in multiple animal tumor models. The mechanistic basis for p53's functions are still emerging, and will hopefully yield new therapeutic strategies applicable to treatment of the many poor-prognosis, p53-deficient human malignancies.